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Actual              102.1Actual              102.1Actual              102.1Actual              102.1    
Previous           101.4 
Consensus        102.0 
Berenberg         101.7 
 
Happier consumers help EurHappier consumers help EurHappier consumers help EurHappier consumers help Eurozone growth accelerate further. ozone growth accelerate further. ozone growth accelerate further. ozone growth accelerate further. The EU Commission measure of economic sen-
timent increased further in February, reaching 102.1, a touch higher than consensus estimates and the best read-
ing since last July when Putin put more boots on the ground in Ukraine, sending shockwaves through European 
industrial confidence. Sunnier consumers especially have driven that improved growth momentum over the past 
three to four months, with cheaper petrol prices boost their spending power. Even in France it seems that con-
sumers want to spend money, given another upturn in overall consumer confidence and a pick-up in their desire 
to make major purchases. We look for Eurozone growth to return to trend rates by the summer. 
 
What Greek trouble?What Greek trouble?What Greek trouble?What Greek trouble? Eurozone contagion controls are evidently much stronger now than they were a few years 
ago. The single currency area has shrugged off tanking confidence in Greece since last November. Indeed, even 
Greek firms and consumers seem to have been assuming that a deal would be struck with the Eurozone, given 
that confidence in the Hellenic Republic rose to 98.2 in February, from 95.3 in February. That is still some way 
below the 102.8 reading for November, before the fateful descent into a double-populist government seemed 
likely. Given the return of some degree of calm since last Friday’s short-term deal, Greek confidence may improve 
a bit further in the coming months, though the knowledge that yet more negotiations lie in waiting could cap any 
gains. 
 
Not a core and periphery story anymore, but rNot a core and periphery story anymore, but rNot a core and periphery story anymore, but rNot a core and periphery story anymore, but rather a reformers and nonather a reformers and nonather a reformers and nonather a reformers and non----reformers contrast.reformers contrast.reformers contrast.reformers contrast. German confi-
dence slipped to 103.3 in February from 103.8 in January, as all sectors but retail reported slightly weaker mo-
mentum. We may need to retain some caution about German growth in Q1, despite the good fourth quarter 
growth performance, but 103.8 remains a respectable reading consistent with solid expansion. On the other hand, 
Spanish confidence surged again, to 107.4, from 106.6 in January, with a noticeable improvement in retail trade 
growth. The painful past few years of recession and substantial reform are giving way to increasingly strong 
growth in Spain as that unshackling of the Spanish economy begins to return dividends. Italy is also increasingly 
joining that reformers group. Confidence jumped to 102.5 in February, from 100.1 in January, on a second consec-
utive big rise in consumer confidence, though manufacturing and retail trade also improved. Prime Minister Ren-
zi’s reform talk may be gradually shifting Italy out of the laggard group. Talking of laggards, French sentiment 
improved in February, but at 98.4 it is now roughly on a par with where the double-populist Greek government 
has led Greece, which is hardly a big thumbs up for President Hollande’s timid and stuttering reform programme. 
Despite a recent small scale reform package, the French government continues to do far too little about its prob-
lems. 
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Index levelIndex levelIndex levelIndex level    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    OCTOCTOCTOCT    SEPSEPSEPSEP    

Economic Conf. 102.1 101.4 100.6 100.7 100.7 99.9 

Industrial Conf. -4.7 -4.8 -5.2 -4.3 -5.0 -5.5 

Consumer Conf. -6.7 -8.5 -10.9 -11.5 -11.1 -11.4 

Services Conf. 4.5 4.8 5.6 4.4 4.4 3.2 

Business Climate  0.07 0.12 0.05 0.19 0.07 0.03 

 
Source: EU Commission 
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